To keep pace with today’s complex and constantly evolving compliance requirements, your coding professionals need an easy-to-understand coding application that serves your entire organization.

Enabling staff to more accurately and efficiently assign codes not only helps ensure more accurate reimbursement, but it also helps reduce overall costs while accelerating the revenue cycle.

World-class, single platform physician coding solution
Nuance Clintegrity Physician Coding empowers coding staff with critical clinical, financial, and regulatory information essential for complete and accurate reimbursement.

Using an intuitive, web-native workflow, Nuance Clintegrity Physician Coding streamlines the coding process and dramatically improves the ability of Health Information Management (HIM) staff to code, group, and apply target edits using single interface, from anywhere, at any time.

Easy access to essential information
This single, unified platform offers transparent, centralized encounter management across your facilities to help ensure data and coding consistency between facility and hospital service encounters. It allows your organization to store information in one place, even when using separate billing systems.

By integrating hospital and physician coding, reimbursement and compliance tools, organizations can achieve enterprise-wide data integrity for better consistency and accuracy.

Ensure compliance and data integrity
Nuance Clintegrity Physician Coding maintains and augments your coders’ ability to identify and utilize the same codebooks as Nuance Clintegrity Facility Coding. When staff use the same codebooks, it is easier to identify non-compliant coding encounters and reduce errors that can lead to costly audits.

Reliable, knowledge-based approach
Simple workflow
Offers a customizable single screen with easily accessible code books, references, and edits. Users can efficiently assign an encounter and instantly identify errors that may impact reimbursement.

Built-in references and Smartips
Provides quick and easy access to multiple fully integrated and searchable references built into the coding

Key benefits
- Improves coding compliance
  Enables consistent coding assignment and application of coding rules and guidelines for ICD-10, CPT, and HCPCS codes
- Maximizes productivity
  Allows simultaneous encoding and grouping, dual grouping capability at the encounter level, and quick and easy access to industry-accepted coding references
- Monitor and improve coding practices
  Uses detailed reporting capabilities to identify coding trends, outcomes, and improvement opportunities

Enhance professional fee coding efficiency and productivity
Ensure accurate reimbursement and minimize compliance risk.
workflow. Nuance’s expert Smartips offer thousands of standard coding guidelines that can be customized to include notes and tips viewable to a coder during the coding process.

**Data automation for reduced errors**
Promotes comprehensive edits by immediately identifying potential quality issues and non-compliant encounters using extensive code edits and rules.

An E/M code calculator assigns the correct coding and accurately calculates key components of an E/M service, while helping identify coding errors and changes in practice patterns and documentation issues.

It includes Medical Necessity Edits using Medicare’s Local and National Medical review Policies in determining any issues with diagnosis and procedure linkages. A Resource-based Relative Value Scale (RBRVS) reimbursement calculator provides the estimated reimbursement for the physician services provided.

**Complete integration across coding platform**
Ensures consistent code assignment and application of coding rules and guidelines, even when staff uses separate billing systems.

**Nuance Clintegrity Coding Solutions**
Nuance Clintegrity Physician Coding is part of the award-winning Nuance Clintegrity Coding Solution, a web-based, enterprise-wide suite of products designed to improve coder productivity and maintain the highest levels of accuracy and compliance. These solutions efficiently manage and monitor the compliance coding challenges that can put a health system at risk and delay and reduce reimbursements. Nuance Clintegrity Coding Solutions bring together all the tools needed to completely and accurately review, analyze, code and audit inpatient and outpatient encounters manage the workflow better and enhance coder productivity.

To learn how Nuance Clintegrity Physician Coding can help you achieve predictable reimbursement, please call 1-877-805-5902 or visit nuance.com.